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WMXM
plans to
broaden
audience
Lake Forest College hosts
Chicago artists’ opening
by BARRETT AHERN
CONTRIBUTOR
The staff of WMXM make the sta-
tion one of the country’s leading radio
voices, heard not only on campus but
also in the greater Chicagoland area.  
That voice was quieted earlier this
year when a pipe in the broadcast
room burst, damaging the station’s
computer and transmitter.  The com-
puter has since been repaired, but the
damaged transmitter has been serving
the station for over a month.  
Though it has continued to broad-
cast,WMXM has been doing so at a
greatly reduced capacity.  The signal
has been so sporadic and weak at
times, that listeners have had difficul-
ty receiving it as close as the Johnson
Science Building.  
“Fortunately, however, the new
transmitter is being ordered, and this
should substantially increase our
capabilities,” said junior Ethan Helm,
the station’s general manager.  “With
the new transmitter we will operate at
300 watts to the north, 250 watts to
the east and west, and 50 to the
south.”  This means people as far
away as 20 miles to the north will be
able to tune into WMXM radio.  
Though the station has had prob-
lems with its FM broadcasts, Helm
said the internet broadcasting is
strong.  DJs have reported listeners
from as far away as Minnesota, Penn-
sylvania and Rome.  Operating the
station’s internet broadcast is
Live365, a company independent of
the school.  The company has some
software compatibility issues, most
commonly with the Firefox browser,
which the station has attempted to
address.  “I have discussed these
problems with them,” said Helm.
“They told me they may work on
them, but they were fairly noncom-
mittal.”
There is nothing the station can do
now to make the internet broadcasts
more efficient.  “Eventually, we
would like to purchase and host our
own server and be independent of
other companies,” said Helm.  
This would allow the station to
have faster, more reliable internet
broadcasting with the capacity to
stream to a larger number of people.
Directly linking the internet broadcast
to such programs as Windows Media
Player and RealPlayer would also sig-
nificantly reduce compatibility
issues.
Helm and the rest of the WMXM
staff are not discouraged by setbacks
like this one.  They advance and
approach such issues as areas to
improve upon on their quest to domi-
nate college radio.  
by EMILY BLANCK
STAFF WRITER
“Bart Sells His Soul” kicked off
the final installment of the three-part
“Animated Religion” series sponsored
by the Interfaith Center on Tuesday.
Dean of Faculty Janet McCracken led
the viewing and discussion of The
Simpsons episode.
Dean McCracken expressed her
fondness for The Simpsons.  “Howev-
er mean it is, it’s always endearing by
the end of the episode.  It’s not like a
lot of other shows,” she said.  
Compared to Family Guy and
South Park, the other shows discussed
during the Animated Religion presen-
tations, the audience agreed that The
Simpsons is more light-hearted and
has less potential to offend viewers.
Both Dean McCracken and the audi-
ence praised the show for creating a
forum that deals with religion and
serious topics in a fun and easy-to-
digest way for a diverse crowd of
viewers.  
Dean McCracken said she wel-
comed the opportunity to talk about
religion in The Simpsons and
expressed disappointment and frustra-
tion in the secularization of all aspects
of today’s society.  “When you talk
about faith in an academic setting it
tends to be unwelcome and you feel a
little awkward,” she said. 
Dean McCracken discussed the
artistic license that comes from using
animation in a television show and
credited The Simpsons for using that
to its advantage.  The show, and this
episode especially, “sets up a dichoto-
my between grown-up religion, what
happens in church...and the kids’ reli-
gion, which is actually more serious,”
said Dean McCracken.  
The show tends to focus on the
children’s views and experiences with
religion, which lends it a certain inno-
cence and truth and raises “real ques-
tions about what the function of reli-
gion is supposed to be,” said Dean
McCracken.
This particular episode of The
Simpsons raises some interesting
questions about the concept of the
soul and how it is portrayed in other
media outlets.  Many myths and sto-
ries, such as vampires and zombies,
arise from the idea of the soul being
something that can be taken away.
This topic led to a discussion within
the audience about the idea of a soul
and what it might mean to different
people.  “We think of the soul as
something you earn, that characterizes
you, and that can be taken away,” said
Dean McCracken.  
The episode centers around Bart
Photos courtesy of: Quinn Darlington
Works comprising the Durand: Amorphous Solid exhibit included: (top) a woven cloth mesh covering the third floor of the building and (bottom) multicolored wooden blocks
that could be moved around by visitors
by LELAND HUMBERTSON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Durand: Amorphous Solid, a
student-curated exhibit, opened
last Tuesday in the Sonnenschein
Gallery.  The event celebrated the
unique and historical architectural
spirit of the Durand Art Institute.
Students in Art Lecturer Lia
Alexopoulos’s Museum/Gallery
Practicum class were charged with
organizing and presenting the
exhibit, inspired partly by the
Getty Foundation Historical
Preservation that has been taking
place on campus this summer.
“We wanted to put together a
show inspired by Durand,” said
sophomore Kris De la Torre, a stu-
dent in the class.  “We wanted to
celebrate its beautiful and very
strange architecture.”
Once the theme of the exhibit
was decided, Alexopoulos contact-
ed local Chicago artists in hope of
soliciting their participation.
Artists M.W. Burns, Stephen
Lapthisophon, Kathleen McCarthy,
Ben Nicholson and Karen Reimer
all agreed to contribute to the
event.
To prepare for the creation of
the show, members of the class
read many of the classic texts on
curation work.
“We built up a strong founda-
tion by seeing what many other
museums do,” said De la Torre.
When it came to actually put-
ting their knowledge to the task,
the future curators found that there
were many aspects they had never
considered.
“There are so many bits and
pieces you never even consid-
ered,” said De la Torre. “Hours
and hours of lighting went into the
project.”
The opening of Durand: Amor-
phous Solid featured an open
house where students of the Col-
lege, faculty and members of the
Lake Forest community could wit-
ness the culmination of the stu-
dents’ efforts.
Members of the
Museum/Gallery Practicum class
include Quinn Darlington, Kristian
De la Torre, Jon Gudmundsson,
Elizabeth Johnson, Kelly Lardner,
Thomas McMahon, Scott Sparks,
Pragya Upadhyaya, Neal Van Win-
kle and Stephanie Williams.
Animated
Religion:
The Simpsons
offers a lighter
look at religion
Foresters lead nation in goals, assists
by JOE MEIXELL
SPORTS EDITOR
The women’s hockey team, now
8-1-0, is off to its best start in history
and has posted some impressive stats
along the way.  
Leading the Foresters have been
senior forward Lil Caligiuri, who led
the nation with 11 assists after seven
games, and sophomore forward Laura
Wilson, the nation’s leading goalscor-
er with ten.
“I think a lot of it has to do with a
different mentality,” said Caligiuri,
who credits first-year head coach
Carisa Zaban with these changes.
“We have a stronger work ethic
throughout the whole team – all four
lines.”
Their success this year also might
be credited to their power play abili-
ties, as they are second in the nation
among all NCAA teams in power play
conversions, taking advantage of 35%
of their opportunities. The Foresters
also are third in the nation, averaging
six goals per game - again among all
NCAA teams. 
Despite their success they have
not garnered much national attention,
as they have yet to receive a vote in
the rankings on uscho.com.
“Before I graduate, I have to beat
UW-Stevens Point,” said Caligiuri.
“As soon as we play some of the big
teams, we will get some recognition.
We are going to be big underdogs,
probably all season, before we shove
it in their faces.”
The women will face their second
big test of the seasons as they take on
conference foes UW-Eau Claire this
weekend.
Caligiuri, the team’s captain,
attributed higher standards set by
Zaban as one of the reasons why they
have been able to win six straight
games, a team record.
Zaban brings impressive playing
experience to the coaching bench, as
an All-American an the University of
New Hampshire and finished her
career as the all-time points leader for
both men’s and women’s hockey at
the college. She was also a member of
the 2000-2001 silver medalist US
Women’s National Team and a profes-
sional in Switzerland, where she led
the league in scoring.
Caligiuri cites an improved over-
all attitude as being vital to the team’s
success. 
“We finally have a good group of
girls that want to work that aren’t neg-
ative towards the coach,” said the sen-
ior, who also expects more out of this
year’s team.
The team, which has already
matched its win and goal (54) totals
from last year, is hoping to make the
playoffs after a two-year hiatus. In
order to secure their place in the top
four, wins against conference bottom-
dwellers like Finlandia University and
Eau Claire are critical.  
For more coverage of the women’s
hockey team and an in-depth profile
of Caligiuri highlighting her success
at Lake Forest, see page 8.
See Religion on page two
We are going to be big
underdogs, probably
all season, before we
shove it in their faces.
Durand: Amorphous Solid
Location: Durand Art Institute
Time: 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Open December 1 -
December 1
- NeuroFrontiers Workshop:
Alzheimer's and Stem Cells 
Location: Dixon Science Building,
room 200
Time: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Two noted neuroscientists will
speak on the topics of Alzheimer’s
Disease and and stem cells in brain
repair.
- Student-Directed-One-Acts
Location: Hixon Hall
Time: 8 p.m.
Student directors present new
interpretations of contemporary and
classic works.  Plays through Satur-
day.  Free to Lake Forest College
students.
December 2 
- Student Recital
Location: Lily Reid Holt Memorial
Chapel
Time: 7 p.m.
- Movie: Cinderalla Man
Location: McCormick Auditorium
Time: 9 p.m.
December 3
- Chicago: The Musical
Time: 10:24 Metra Departure
Chicago Ambassadors are going
downtown to the CadillacPalace
Theater.  Signup at the Center for
Chicago Programs.  First-years and
transfers first, open to all students on
Friday if space available.
- Movie: Cinderalla Man
Location: McCormick Auditorium
Time: 9 p.m.
December 5
- Working for America...Finding a
Great Job in the Federal Government 
Location: Meyer Auditorium
Time: 4 p.m.
December 6
- Last day of classes
- Holiday Concert
Location: Lily Reid Holt Memorial
Chapel
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Lake Forest College Chamber
Orchestra & Chorus will perform
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NEWS
Iraq: To leave
or not to leave? 
by DANIEL KOLEN
COLUMNIST
When I went to an “urgent
announcement” about Iraq on the
House side of the Capitol building,
my intent was to kill some time
before a meeting on tax reform.
This announcement, however,
turned to be one of the most impor-
tant recent political events regard-
ing the Iraq War.
As I waited with the team of
House reporters from the Los Ange-
les Times, New York Times, and all
the other major papers and TV sta-
tions, a couple sheets were handed
out: the bill for a withdrawal from
Iraq and prepared comments by
Congressman John Murtha.
I asked the reporter sitting next
to me, “Where is Murtha from?
Who is he?”  The answers: Pennsyl-
vania and a Democrat.
A few minutes later with baited
breath, the 6’3”, 260 pound military
veteran stepped up to the podium in
front of a room jam-packed with
print reporters stuffed in fifty
chairs, and around ten cameramen
standing in the back of the room.
Out of the middle of nowhere, still
photographers jumped out from the
doorway and snapped photos when
Murtha walked in.  
The fanfare and crowd appeared
to signal this was a legitimate
event.
And it was.  After his speech,
nytimes.com highlighted Murtha
pieces for three days straight, and
the speech triggered an immediate
response from House Republicans
as they laid out a smear campaign
against Murtha’s views.
The “Hawkish Democrat” and
first combat Vietnam veteran elect-
ed to Congress in 1974 proposed a
complete withdrawal of 148,000
troops in six months.
“We cannot continue on the
present course,” said Murtha.  “It is
evident that continued military
action in Iraq is not in the best
interest of the United States of
America, the Iraqi people or the
Persian Gulf region.”
Murtha’s speech picked up
steam when he talked about visiting
wounded soldiers at Walter Reid
Memorial Hospital.  As he fought
back tears, it was obvious Murtha’s
experience seeing 20-year-olds
without limbs brought back horrific
memories of fighting another goal-
less war in Vietnam.
Hearing him talk was an eye-
opening experience.  First, the
move did not seem like it had any
political tact.  Heck, only three
other people in the House approved
the bill; 403 voted against his
motion.  Secondly, he didn’t consult
with other Democrats beforehand
because reporters do “too good of a
job” finding information.
The announcement was
Murtha’s large, little secret.
“It’s what I felt was right,”
Murtha said bringing up the fact
that a majority of Iraqis want us out
of their country, and that this war
was based on false pretenses.
A few days earlier, I went to the
Kalb Report where Judith Miller
was the guest.  She had recently
been freed from jail after spending
over 80 days in prison for not
revealing her source —Lewis
“Scooter” Libby—in the case that’s
Bringing Down the White House
(not starring Queen Latifah).
Audience questions didn’t focus
on the jailtime, however, it focused
on her Iraq coverage—how she
liked the idea of invading Iraq after
seeing firsthand what Saddam could
do, how she couldn’t remove her
views from her reporting.
To defend herself, she said
something around: “It didn’t matter
what I wrote, the Bush Administra-
tion was set on going to war any-
way.”  The truth was, she was given
access to White House documents,
and the only way she could contin-
ue to get this access would be to
continue with the glorified White
House public relations. 
Her statement about defeatist
complacency resonated in my head
when I listened to Murtha’s speech.
The reporters and politicians let the
White House walk all over them to
war in Iraq, not questioning intelli-
gence, not moving towards an intel-
ligent solution about combating ter-
ror.
Murtha set the wheels in motion
to getting the heck out.
And as he stepped off the podi-
um, I nearly clapped, but then I
remembered I was press and could-
n’t do such a thing; I’d get crazier
looks than when I didn’t know who
Murtha was.  Heck, he tried to talk
to the Bush administration for years
about its foreign policy, more
specifically Cheney (with those five
military deferments), but the White
House didn’t answer Murtha’s calls
for prudent policy in Iraq.
I don’t think pulling out of Iraq
immediately is the right policy,
because we’d be letting 2,100+
Americans die in vain, but how
many more Americans have to die
to make an oasis of peace in Iraq
when even Iraqis don’t want us
there?
Murtha was the first politician in
Washington to publicly ask that
question, the first to strike back.
Religion:
Simpsons sets stan-
dard in presentation
selling his soul to a friend for five dol-
lars, which raises the issue of com-
mercialism inside the church.  This is
a common theme on The Simpsons
and one which helps connect the
viewers to the stories.  The church,
“has problems because it’s an estab-
lished social institution,” said Dean
McCracken, and this tends to detract
form the real concerns the church
should address.
The audience agreed that since its
premiere in 1989, The Simpsons has
set the standard for animated shows to
follow.  “Part of what I love about The
Simpsons is that cartoons following it
have allowed themselves to deal with
religion,” said McCracken.  “It’s one
of the very few television shows that
merit re-watching,” she concluded.
The Interfaith Center considers
the Animated Religion series a suc-
cess, and is planning similar events
for the spring semester.  The Center is
open to suggestions on what movies
and/or television shows to watch and
discuss in the future.
Campus Events Calendar
Continued from front page
Photo courtesy of: Daniel Kolen
The Brothers Grimm tell a folk
tale called the “Pied Piper of
Hamelin.” The setting depicts the
village of Hamelin, Germany
embattled by plagues of menacing
rats.  A colorful rat-catcher, called
the Pied Piper (PP), happens to drop
by and is instantly hired by the
mayor to eradicate the vermin.  The
PP plays his pipe and lures all the
rats into the river to drown.  The
township, however, goes back on
their deal—denying payment for his
service.  Well, the PP, being a
shrewd businessman, comes back a
few days later, plays his pipe song,
and lures all of the town’s kids,
save a lame one, into a cave, never
to be seen again.
No more than two weeks ago, I
felt like a young King Popiel
embattled at my cafeteria table with
mice.  In reflection, I may not have
been tyrannical or immoral at the
time, but I had been acting a bit
lazy.  Regardless, while eating
scrambled eggs, half-asleep at
7:30AM, I had been lightly tapped
on the shoulder. I drowsily turned
and was alerted by a stranger of a
special someone hanging out in my
school bag—a mouse.  I sat there
half amused, half-nervous watching
a furry mouse dart in and out of my
schoolbag.  As others around me
began to recognize the situation, a
bit more panic and “ewwing” natu-
rally set in.  The mouse eventually
darted in the kitchen, and I left with
a silly story.
Yet, as days passed it seemed
that Middle Campus was turning
into a Hamelin: mice dropping from
the ceiling in the coffeehouse, mice
climbing the stairwell in Black-
stone.  I checked with credible
inside sources only to discover that
this “historical nuisance” has been a
recognized problem with the food
staff for some time.  It seems that
these mice have been around for
some time, but no piper has been
effective enough to get rid of them.
It is important to note that because
of recent construction and cold
weather, a rodent problem is almost
inevitable.  Sources reassure me
that the food we eat has not in any
way been contaminated or touched
by these vermin—breathe sigh of
relief… now.  Nevertheless, I am
still a bit concerned about the pres-
ence of the mice, especially near,
in, or about the cafeteria.  If this
problem is not properly or effec-
tively addressed, then the cafeteria
may end up like Hamelin . . . with
no kids.
Dear Editor,
After four years at Lake Forest
College, I guess I should be used to
seeing the phrase “Advisor’s signa-
ture required.” And yet, four years
of practice doesn’t make it any less
annoying. Maybe it is just difficult
for an independent-minded twenty-
one year old to understand why
society grants me the right to join
the military, get married or con-
sume alcohol, but not to select my
classes, apply for on-campus hous-
ing or apply for various other aca-
demic opportunities without
an(other) adult’s permission.  
During my career at Lake Forest
College, I have had numerous advi-
sors, both official and unofficial,
who have been invaluable in help-
ing me make decisions and attain
goals in my academic career and
personal life. These advisors have
been a resource, a sounding-board,
an extra opinion when I needed one.
However, I do not and should not
have to depend on my academic or
co-curricular advisors to make deci-
sions for me, or to validate the
choices I make regarding my aca-
demic career. The proper role of
advisors is to advise, not to oversee,
regulate or make decisions for stu-
dents.  
Requiring signatures and profes-
sor recommendations for student
obligations like schedules and
housing is inconvenient, as both
students and professors are
extremely busy. An advisor also has
no particular authority on or over a
student’s academic choices. A stu-
dent has only his or her own sched-
ule or other plans to worry about,
while an academic advisor may
have scores of other advisees. Not
to indict anyone in particular, but I
know that among my flurry of
forms over the years, some of my
professors have no idea (or interest)
what exactly it is that they signed
for. 
This process is primarily incon-
venient because it is unnecessary.
For obvious reasons, the student is
most familiar with his or her moti-
vations and interests and thus most
qualified to make decisions regard-
ing his or her own academic career.
At many larger colleges and univer-
sities, students have the option of
meeting with academic advisors,
but they sign up for classes online,
without an advisor’s “permission.”
There are, of course, instances in
which a professor’s signature is
necessary, but requiring an advi-
sor’s signature to select or drop
courses during the normal registra-
tion period is tedious and unwar-
ranted, not to mention an insult to
our ability to function as adults. If
the College wants to shake its
“extended-boarding-school” image,
it could start by trusting its students
to be make independent decisions
regarding their academic careers.
An important element of the transi-
tion to adulthood is accepting
responsibility for one’s life choices
and actions. The realm of academ-
ics should be no exception.   
The faculty at Lake Forest Col-
lege provide an invaluable service,
generously contributing their time
to aid students with class schedul-
ing, write recommendations and
address any complications or spe-
cial circumstances which may arise.
In my experience, faculty at this
College fulfill their advising obli-
gation with energy and true concern
for each student’s needs. But with-
out this unnecessary policy on advi-
sor signatures and recommenda-
tions, both students and professors
would save time by avoiding point-
less advising meetings and frantic
trips between academic buildings
and the Registrar’s office. Or
maybe, since my advisors have
authorized all my academic deci-
sions, they should have to hold my
hand and lead me through the com-
mencement ceremony as well.
-Rachel Lake 
Senior
Dear Editor,
The actions taken last week by
ResLife against Moore Hall, though
eventually rescinded, were inexcus-
able. The decision to institute a
24/7 quiet-hour policy and the deci-
sion to ban visitors from the build-
ing were both arbitrary and capri-
cious and represented a wholesale
suppression of the rights of the stu-
dents. 
There is a larger issue at play
here, and that is the rampant disso-
lution of student rights on campus. I
hear almost daily of Orwellian
behavior on the part of the College;
frivolous room inspections, collec-
tive punishment and a police state
environment on various residence
halls. It should be made very clear
that this College is an institution of
higher learning, not a Thai prison or
a Soviet gulag. If the current trend
continues, I can foresee GPS ankle
bracelets for all students and bar-
code tattoos coming to campus in
the future.
There is no place on campus
more inhospitable to student rights
than the College’s judicial system.
The judicial process at Lake Forest
College is the epitome of a
“Kangaroo Court.” Rights are sup-
pressed daily and no one is the
wiser. The College should be the
chief guarantor of student rights,
not the chief destroyer of them. I
urge all school officers and officials
who read this to not simply pay lip-
service to this problem, but to
actually take steps to correct it.
-James Kersten
Senior
This is an edited version of an
email sent to various campus
leaders and The Stentor.
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EDITORIAL OBSERVER / ROSS CHAPMAN
THE STENTOR is a student publication
printed weekly throughout the academic
year. All editorials are the opinion of the
editorial board of THE STENTOR and do
not represent the opinions of Lake Forest
College, its students, faculty or employ-
ees. All opposite-editorials are the opin-
ion of the writer and do not reflect the
opinions of THE STENTOR or Lake Forest
College.
For questions or concerns regarding con-
tent please contact Will Pittinos at  edi-
tor@lfc.edu or (847) 735-5215.
THE STENTOR always welcomes let-
ters from readers; students, profes-
sors, alumni, parents, and other sub-
scribers alike. Letters must include
the writer’s name and class or
address and phone number. Any let-
ters may be shortened to fit the space
required.
Send all letters to opinions@lfc.edu
or drop them off at THE STENTOR’S
office.
Lights out on night classes
Don’t foul the nest
This is not an article about vandal-
ism on campus.  It’s about the vandal-
ism perpetrated when we poison our
own fish tank.  It’s about global
warming.  
I’ll start by posing a thought
experiment.  Imagine all of the
world’s leaders in a meeting.  Some-
one says, “Hey, I have an idea, let’s
double the concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere and see
what happens.”  
At best, this idea would be
laughed out of the room.  Some of
them would cite current scientific
information and would point out that
this would likely increase the intensi-
ty of tropical storms.  It would raise
sea level.  It would add carbonic acid
to the oceans, lowering pH with
potentially disastrous consequences
for the entire marine food chain.  It
would likely cause drought in some
areas and flooding in others.  
Others might cite history and
point out that the socio-political tur-
moil resulting from climate change
could precipitate the collapse of our
civilization, such as is believed to
have happened to the Akkadian civi-
lization in the Middle East and possi-
bly the Mayan civilization.
So why are we currently fouling
our nest this way?  We can at least
claim that until recently, we knew not
what we did.  How recently?  Most
would place it at the year 2000 when
the United Nations’ Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change pub-
lished its report, signaling the birth
not of the theory of global warming,
but of the widespread consensus in
the international scientific communi-
ty that global warming as a result of
anthropogenic carbon dioxide emis-
sions is really happening.  The head
of this panel, a leading U.S. climatol-
ogist, was fired soon after this report
came out, when George W. Bush, a
global warming skeptic at the time,
took office.  Bush subsequently
learned from his own scientific advi-
sors that global warming was real,
and his administration publicly
acknowledged it a few years later.
However, they have yet to propose a
solution.  
The change of mindset precipitat-
ed by this new scientific realization
has happened very quickly, yet we
suddenly find ourselves way behind
the rest of the world.  Australia is our
lone companion among developed
nations in failing to sign the Kyoto
Protocol; the only other ostrich with
its head still in the sand.
Another reason we’re perpetrating
this crime against ourselves is that we
still don’t really know how bad the
effects of global warming will be.
Maybe it’ll just take the edge off of
the Chicago winters.  A couple of
degrees doesn’t sound like a big deal,
right?  We’re adaptable.  Maybe.  But
maybe we’ve already set in motion
processes that will lead to our own
destruction.  
Sadly, this is such a large, com-
plex system that our best science cur-
rently cannot now, and may never be
able to predict precisely what will
happen and when as a result of our
tinkering with Earth’s climate system.
To this, some say that if we can’t pre-
dict the consequences precisely, how
can we justify taking action?  
Here, I like to compare the current
situation of humanity to that of a driv-
er on the highway at night.  Imagine
you’re driving along and suddenly
you enter a dense fog.  You slow
down not because you are certain that
there’s going to be a six car pile-up
2.7 kilometers ahead, involving a
gray Toyota Corolla slammed into a
pink stretch Hummer that’s spun out
of control after swerving to avoid the
vintage 1970s VW van that has rolled
over and hit the median.   You slow
down because there might be an acci-
dent, or a deer.  This idea is referred
to as “the precautionary principle,”
which, by itself, doesn’t always sound
that compelling, especially when the
petroleum and coal industries argue
so convincingly and relentlessly to
our leaders that continued fossil fuel
burning is in the public’s best interest.
The precautionary principle does not
always sound that compelling by
itself, except that if you’re that driver,
you slow down.  
But can we slow down, or are we
inextricably hooked on fossil fuel
burning?  A growing progressive
movement in this country espouses “a
new Apollo Program” for alternative
energy, a massive investment pro-
gram to develop non-polluting energy
industries, starting with technologies
that already exist such as solar and
wind power, with the vision of getting
us off of fossil fuel in ten years while
creating 3 million new jobs and a
wave of economic growth
(http://www.apolloalliance.org).  
The first Apollo project started out
as a dream, a vision of beating our
competitors to the moon.  It inspired
us to believe, and we made it come
true by investing in a massive new
space exploration research and devel-
opment program.  Now we need to
get the climate under control.  In my
mind, beating the competitors is a
secondary concern, but it looms as
well.  Other nations are already off to
the races developing alternative ener-
gy technology.  Imagine if in ten
years we looked back at today and
said, “I can’t believe it was only ten
years ago when we all drove gasoline-
powered cars and renewable energy
supplied only a tiny fraction of the
electricity and home heating mar-
kets!” 
In my opinion, this thought exper-
iment presents a much more likely
scenario than does the first one.  If
there’s one thing we’re good at, it’s
technological revolutions.
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It’s Sunday morning, the day God
chose to rest and the day most stu-
dents choose to nurse their hangovers
and do homework. As the sun rises
over the Lake Forest College campus,
something unusual happens, people
emerge even though brunch doesn’t
begin for a few more hours. A girl
runs by wearing Saturday night’s
mini-skirt and a pair of stilettos. 
Minutes later, some jock shuffles
by wearing a wrinkled collared shirt
and holding his belt-less pants up with
one hand while rubbing the sleep out
of his eyes with the other. More and
more people begin to walk by, some
walking slower than others to allow a
better glimpse at the smudged make
up, the hair that extends in all direc-
tions, and the general facial expres-
sions of sleepiness, confusion, nausea
or depression. They have a destination
and don’t seem interested in stopping
or even acknowledging their sur-
roundings until they get there. The
destination is their own domain, most
likely a dorm room, a place they prob-
ably haven’t been in the past 12 hours.
These early-morning scrubs are the
participants of the Walk of Shame. 
The Walk of Shame (WOS) refers
to the journey back to one’s habitation
after a wild night that probably
included a mix of drunkenness and
hooking up. There are key indicators
that someone currently is undergoing
this expedition. Their clothes will be
wrinkled, either from sleeping in them
or from leaving them in a crumpled
heap on the bedside floor; make up
will be half-done and smudged.  The
WOS typically is taken in a rush and
appearance is not the key issue. Also,
the participant typically will be alone;
the Walk isn’t exactly something you
plan ahead as a bonding experience
with friends. 
One undergoes the WOS because
either a) upon waking up they were
kicked out of whoever’s bed they
woke up in either bluntly (“Here are
your pants, the door’s over there”) or
subtly (“I should probably start on
some homework…”) or b) they wake
up and flee before the other person is
awake or by dismissing themselves
somehow (“I should probably go
work on some homework…else-
where.”). There is never breakfast-
for-two where the walk is concerned;
if you’re willing to go to the cafeteria
with someone, there probably isn’t the
shame that the WOS implies.  
Everybody has a favorite Walk of
Shame story because most people
have had to take one in some form or
another. Even if it was walking across
campus, looking like trash, the morn-
ing after a movie night with friends;
this is just a mild form of the Walk. 
On the other end of the spectrum,
there are the extreme walks. These are
the walks that are city-wide, take well
over half an hour and might even
involve multiple forms of public
transportation. Although some of
these adventures can be truly devas-
tating, where the participant is gen-
uinely depressed and feeling horrible
about the night before, they can also
be a humorous ending to a Saturday
night. Though it may take awhile for
the humor to sink in, as long as you
survived the experience and are as
clean as you are when it began, you
might as well just look back and laugh
about it. 
And hey, at least now you’re up
early to start on that homework. Just
what Sunday was intended for, sort of. 
As you walk around campus this
semester and the rush to register for
classes goes into full swing, you
will realize that there is something
missing.  What’s missing you ask?
The answer is night classes.  If you
are looking to sign up for night
classes this spring, you better look
elsewhere.
As the Lake Forest College mis-
sion statement so eloquently says,
“We enable students, faculty,
trustees and administrators to solve
problems in a civil manner.”  
Well here’s a problem for you,
Lake Forest College, how is some-
one supposed to work full time, so
that they afford the exorbitantly
high tuition with almost all of the
classes taking place between 8:00
a.m. and 4:00 p.m.?  The answer is
it’s nearly impossible.
In fact, if you are looking to
sign up for night classes this spring
you have your choice of a total of
nineteen classes from which to
choose.  So you say you need to get
some general education classes out
of the way?  Well, at the College
there are two one hundred level
classes that meet at night; Music
107 and Music 108, Band and
Chamber Orchestra.  
So what do students have to
choose from if they have a full-
time job and can only take night
classes?  The first obstacle you’re
going to face is that there is no way
to take more than two classes.  The
reason behind this is that Lake For-
est College only offers night class-
es on Mondays and Wednesdays,
with the exception of some of the
music classes.  The explanation?
There isn’t one.  No one in the
Registrar’s office was able to give
an explanation other than that’s just
the way it is.  
Your next obstacle is going to
be the bizarre course offerings
which you have to choose from.
You’re not going to find an English
composition course or a history
class. Instead, you might take
something very specific, such as
one of my current classes, Religion
276: Female Religious Icons in
Asia.  
Why I am in this class is a com-
mon question.  The answer is that
this was the only class I could take
at night that didn’t have a prerequi-
site.  Other classes that you might
be interested in signing up for
include ECON 487: Risk Manage-
ment or SOAN 221: Cultures of
Modern Africa.  Unfortunately for
most of us, these classes often
require multiple prerequisites, and
therefore you will find yourself
extremely limited in the classes
which are available to you.
So why is it that Lake Forest
College is so against students hav-
ing full time jobs and going to
school at night?  I mean it seems
obvious. Actions speak louder than
words.  How many online classes
does the College offer? The answer
is zero.  What else would lead us to
this conclusion?  Here’s one, how
about once you realize that in order
to go to school you have to work
full-time to pay for tuition.  As we
now know you can only take two
night classes.  This leads to the
College considering you a part-
time student, and what does this
lead to, a complete loss of any
financial aid or scholarships you
were receiving.  So now that you
need that aid more than ever they
are taking it away because you’re
not a full-time student anymore.
I’ve got news for you, Lake Forest
College, you need to start attracting
people who are willing to put them-
selves through school instead of
throwing up road blocks for them.
And so I propose a solution.
Lake Forest College needs to
become a magnet for working pro-
fessionals who also want to finish
their degrees.  The College will do
this by widely expanding its night
class offerings, online courses will
also be added and financial aid will
remain if the students can show
proof of having a full-time job
while they are attending school.
This will lead to an influx of non-
traditional students who will bring
invaluable life experience to the
classroom.  I believe this will lead
to a more enriching experience for
traditional and non-traditional stu-
dents alike.  
Lake Forest College is a
remarkable institution, which has a
lot to offer its students, it needs to
recognize the fact that not all stu-
dents can take four classes a semes-
ter and that those who can’t should-
n’t be punished.
Creatures stirring in the cafeteria
Taking the “Walk of Shame”
by THOMAS MCMAHON
by SEBASTIAN BIENIA
by DR. CALEB CORDON
Students should make
own academic choices
“...rampant dissolution
of student rights”
It seems that these
mice have been 
around for some time,
but no piper has been
effective enough 
to get rid of them.
by KATE WITT
STAFF REPORTER
You may have noticed patches of
flour (not snow, thank goodness!) on
the sidewalk, and possibly glowing
footprints on the sidewalks at night.
Emily Siefken, who has spent the last
ten years in the United States Navy
(stationed in Iraq twice), feels com-
fortable voicing her opinions on the
present situation of the United States
government through her art.
Siefken, an art major at Lake For-
est College, presented “Tread,” an art
piece inspired by the United States
Patriot Act, last week for her senior
seminar. The idea for
“Tread” originated with Siefken’s
exposure to military night vision gog-
gles, which can track body heat at
night.
“The glowing of the footprints
transformed into glow powder,” said
Siefken, “to represent various ways
we’re observed by the government.”
Siefken said the Patriot Act stands
out  among the new programs and
laws introduced by the Bush adminis-
tration because it affects the average
American the most. The Patriot Act
affords the government nearly unlim-
ited surveillance capability over peo-
ple here in the U.S. and abroad. The
following sections convey just a few
examples of government jurisdiction:
Sec. 209- Seizure of voicemail mes-
sages pursuant to warrants
Sec. 215- Access to records and other
items under the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act
Sec. 217- Interception of computer
trespasser communications
Sec. 223- Civil liability for certain
unauthorized disclosures
The areas Siefken chose to flour
were those highly trafficked for the
time of day she did it (Friday, Nov. 18
around 10 a.m.). Once the flour was
poured, Siefken and helpers waited
for someone to walk through the flour.
They quickly sprayed a saltwater mix-
ture on the prints, crystallizing them.
Next a glow powder was sprinkled
over the print: green for men, aqua
blue for women and red for ambigu-
ous. The colors used were based on
the strength of their glow. All mate-
rials used were non-toxic. Aerial pic-
tures of the campus were posted by
the library and near FacMan with the
areas that were floured numbered.
Messages in glow paint were written
over the pictures. Another one was
placed on the construction wall at the
entrance to the cafeteria. By doing
this, Siefken wanted to capture “who
does what, where, when and why.” In
the military there is a policy of “don’t
ask, don’t tell.” “The loss of identity
is a big beef with me, and government
manipulation,” said Siefken.
Coming from northern Iowa and
graduating high school in Missouri,
Siefken comes from a conservative
family. All three sisters in her family
chose independent careers: medicine,
sociology and the military (now art).
“My political views have been formed
by life experience as well as govern-
ment and religious issues, sexuality,
and unfair policies,” said Siefken of
her opinions.
At this time in the war, “the mili-
tary is stretched thin” and Siefken,
like many, foresees the possibility of
re-instating the draft, or at least
declaring it “mandatory to do civil
service,” even for women. “Women
have been fighting for equal rights,”
said Siefken.  But men still greatly
outnumber women in the military.
“It’s a blow to the women’s move-
ment and women’s assertion of equal-
ity if they don’t step up.” 
During her service, Siefken began
in the “civilian sector” and was sta-
tioned in San Diego, Seattle and
Chicago and spent time in Asia, Iraq,
and other international stations. She
was trained as an electrical engineer
but was transferred to photojournal-
ism, which she preferred because of
her artistic interests. Siefken worked
mainly as a television operator and
wrote stories in regard to the war.
During the execution of her project,
Siefken wore the camouflage coat
given to all troops to protect them
against anything “chemical, biologi-
cal, and radiological” that could be
harmful.
Siefken hopes that “Tread” will
make people aware of their environ-
ment and able to “see the unseeable.”
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I see you: Who’s looking at your facebook? Welcoming
winter
by CATE CRYDER
COLUMNIST
I’m sending out a wake-up call to
the students and staff of the Lake For-
est College campus: batten down the
hatches and button up your coats, win-
ter is here.  
It’s 31 degrees outside; there are 45
mph wind gusts and tiny ice balls that
are supposed to be snow blowing side-
ways.  All around campus students
have gone from sweating to shivering,
and there are more ski masks on stu-
dents than on all robbers (fact or fic-
tional).  In a matter of days the brisk
and beautiful autumn has turned into a
bitter and barren winter.  Students from
warmer climates are coping with snow
and cursing cold weather with nothing
but a fleece jacket and hooded sweat-
shirts.
Though I truly appreciate those
from warmer climates and even
warmer countries, I have little sympa-
thy for those who cry and shiver on the
walks between classes and campuses.
You knew what you were getting your-
self into, and if not, you should truly
check the weather channel or
weather.com for a full forecast of what
lies ahead in the next four months.
Warm clothes are not for the weak but
for the intelligent and healthy.  This is
especially true for those of us in dorms.
Diseases can run rampant in places
where there are so many of us sharing
hallways, couches, bathrooms, lounges
and workout equipment.  Contracting
“dorm disease” is doubly painful in
such close quarters, as it can last longer
and return easier than the normal cold
or flu.  
To keep outbreaks and back-ups in
the health center to a minimum, pre-
venting colds and the flu before they
start is far more effective than obses-
sively spraying everything with Lysol
after you or your roommate have
already come down with an illness.
The best prevention is to bundle up
when going outside; that means hat,
scarf, gloves, coat with hood, boots or
warm shoes and warm socks.  Though
I’m an advocate of good fashion, it
should not matter when it comes to
dressing for cross-campus treks.  I
would much rather see your pink polka
dotted gloves with a purple and orange
stripe scarf than contract your crippling
cold a week later or have to endure
your squealing when the wind cuts
through your cute but impractically
thin pink sweater and matching hat.
Of course, illness prevention can be
reinforced by more than a ski mask and
galoshes.  Using products like Lysol,
Febreze, antibacterial hand sanitizer
and baby wipes (to wipe off surfaces
used by many students) in the dorms
and around campus in places such as
the workout room and bathrooms will
help aid in boosting campus health,
especially during finals week, around
the climax of stress levels when disease
is most prevalent and least wanted.
Overall, colds and related winter
dorm diseases are inevitable but can be
greatly reduced with a bit of student
effort.  Bundling up for the weather we
all know will be horrible, especially at
the end of the fall semester and begin-
ning of the spring semester, will help
prevent the highly obnoxious colds and
high pitched whining that tends to
breed around campus and in the dorms.
It’s amazing what a scarf and a bottle of
hand sanitizer will do for campus
health come early December. 
Students prepare for upcoming winter freedom
by SUNNY DESAI
GUEST REPORTER
Ever wonder who other than your
friends and peers looks at your Face-
book.com profile?
The answer may surprise you:
college faculty and staff.
The ever increasing popularity of
the Facebook, coupled with students’
willingness to let loose on the site,
makes it an attractive place to find
out the inside scoop on a student.
“I’m sure that students have no
idea how many people that they have
no interest in seeing that information
are looking at [their profiles],” said
Dean of Students Beth Tyler. “Stu-
dents are overly optimistic at using
sites like that.”
Few students are aware exactly
how public the Facebook really is.
As its membership rises, so does its
use among college departments such
as the Resident Life Department. The
department is considering using the
Facebook as part of the hiring
process for resident assistants.
“It is likely that we will look at
[the Facebook] for most or all candi-
dates, not to use it as a decision for
hiring but to give insight into charac-
ter and judgment,” said Todd Harris,
director of Resident Life. 
Harris said the department is
interested in seeing what applicants
put out there as public information
and then address any concerns in an
interview. The department, however,
will not use the Web site to monitor
their student employees after they
have been hired, according to Harris.
“If we choose to look at it we
would look at all students,” Harris
said. “We wouldn’t pick out just one
student.”
The department, however, has,
pointed out to some resident assis-
tants that their Facebook profile may
be inappropriate, according to junior
Elizabeth Behrmann, a resident
assistant on south campus.
“I know that all of the Resident
Life administrators are on the Face-
book,” Behrmann said. “They make
comments about it all the time.”
Behrmann said she cleaned out
her profile after an administrator
questioned some of the content.
“I basically went through and
made my profile completely PG and
appropriate,” she said. “I made sure
there was nothing on there that any-
one could question me for. It wasn’t
worth it to me to be in funny
groups.”
Behrmann said the department
does not use the Facebook officially,
but the content of profiles could be
used against residents.
‘If I stumble across something
and it said I did XYZ on Saturday
night, I wouldn’t write them up for
that,” Behrmann said. “But if it was a
situation where something happened
and they denied it, the administrators
could use it as proof.”
Resident assistants should not be
the only ones worrying about the
content on their Facebook profiles;
all students may regret putting inap-
propriate material online, said Dean
Tyler.
“It’s … dangerous to advertise
when you’re having parties, what
you’re into,” Dean Tyler said. “The
wrong person may get a hold of it.
It’s a risky kind of communication. It
seems very anonymous when in actu-
ality you have a trail.”
Dean Tyler said she consults the
Facebook sometimes to help her
resolve judicial matters.
“[I use it] basically give myself a
sense of how the student represents
himself or herself, to see if they’re
heavy drinkers or not,” said Dean
Tyler. “It gives insights into a student
who appeals on a judicial matter.”
She does not think many adminis-
trators are even aware of the Face-
book, but students should be careful
nonetheless, she said.
“Students should represent them-
selves in a balanced and accurate
way,” Dean Tyler said. “Someone
may make judgments about them that
aren’t necessarily true. Sometimes
people do it because they want to
look cooler or smarter or riskier than
they really are, and that can back-
fire.”
Sunny Desai is a student at the
University of Maryland.
by IRINA BARTNOVSKY
STAFF REPORTER
While you are preparing for
upcoming finals, remember that win-
ter break is coming up, as if you could
forget. 
To make the most of your month
off, don’t just sit at home staring at the
TV and munching on mom’s cookie.
Go out and actually do something fun
so that come January, you’ll have
plenty of stories to share when trudg-
ing to class through the snow. Not sure
exactly what to do? Take a cue from
some classmates’ favorite winter break
activities, pick your budget and pre-
pare to have some fun.
-If you don’t mind a bit of planning
and have some cash saved up, you
could go on sophomore Dina Borkho-
va’s favorite kick-back and relax trip. 
”It really doesn’t matter where I go
as long as there’s a change of scenery.
Although being lazy on the beach of
an all-inclusive resort doesn’t hurt...”
If an all-inclusive resort sounds
just as good you as it does to Dina,
realize that a trip this big will require
savings and time to plan, so you prob-
ably won’t be able to go this winter
break, but you could begin planning
for spring vacation. To find a perfect
all-inclusive resort, check out Apple
Vacations or FunJet Vacations online.
They sell packages with round-trip
airfare, which saves you time and
money. When picking a destination,
you could be safe and stick with col-
lege-kid friendly Cancun, or be a bit
daring and head to Caribbean islands
such as the Bahamas and the Domini-
can Republic. When investing in an
expensive weeklong vacation, it’s
wise to get a travel agent. They know
what the best resorts for students
budgets are and can alert you to a great
deal that you may normally miss.
-A week-long vacation at a resort
sound like too much money? You
could check out the sights in the Unit-
ed States, as sophomore David
Kuriniec did. “I went to Seattle about
two years ago to speak at a confer-
ence. At the beginning, the trip
looked bleak because that city usually
gets a lot of rain. But the weather
turned out very nice and we did plenty
of touring the city. At beautiful Safe-
co Field, we took in a Mariners game;
another day, we had lunch at the Space
Needle. Although that was probably
the most expensive lunch I have ever
had, it was the best...and the setup is
such that you rotate around the city
once per hour. What a great view. I
cannot wait to go back to Seattle and
would tell anyone who is looking for a
vacation spot to go there.”
Checking out a new city over win-
ter break is a good chance to get away
and still travel on a reasonable budget.
If you’re not going too far from your
hometown, you could plan a road trip,
but if the distance is simply too much
with current gas prices, check out hol-
iday rates airlines may be offering.
Besides Seattle, you can see a Broad-
way play and view the Christmas tree
at Rockefeller Center in New York
City, join the crowd at a Cowboys
football game in Dallas, or test your
luck at the blackjack tables in Las
Vegas. There are plenty more cities to
see and things to do. Pick a city, look
online for interesting holiday events
going on this winter break and then
pack up the car (or carry-on suitcase)
for an adventure. 
-If you’ll be in the Chicago area this
winter break and have a small budget,
take a tip from junior Allison Molloy.
“Last year my Dad, my boyfriend
Chet, my half-sister Aileen, and I went
down on the “el” to Millennium Park
to view Cloud Gate, the graphic foun-
tains, the amphitheater and the gar-
dens. By far the most intriguing is
Cloud Gate, affectionately deemed
“The Bean” by my family. We had a
blast taking photos and browsing
around the city in that area.”
A Chicago adventure this holiday
season is for those who want to have a
good time but don’t have the funds to
pull off a major trip. Check out metro-
mix.com for updates on all the recent
Chicago happenings and keep an eye
out for the traditional Magnificent
Mile lights, the unveiling of the Mar-
shall Field’s Christmas window dis-
play and the New Year’s Eve fire-
works at Navy Pier.  
No matter what you decide to do
this winter break, traveling, near or
far, is always a great option to stretch
your horizons and have some fun
before spring semester starts and the
most exotic destination you’ll be
going to is the library. 
Graphic by: Erin Doughty
Employers are now using facebook.com to check up possible employees.
Siefken’s “Tread” brings war home
Photo courtesy of Emily Siefken
Senior Emily Siefken leaves her footprints all over campus. 
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Onscreen Rent trails on for 525,600 minutes
by JESSICA BERGER
FILM CRITIC
Rent has been around Broadway
for awhile.  It has established itself
and built a fanbase of loyal citizens
who have somehow learned every
word of “La Vie Boheme” and who
will certainly consume this film as a
substitute performance.  I’ve never
seen Rent live, but the film feels so
excessively theatrical, that I gather
that all I would actually be missing
are some sets and a bit of energy.
Maybe I’m wrong there, but I mean,
come on, they’ve kept nearly all of the
original 1996 cast and they certainly
haven’t added any cinematic frills.  So
my conclusion is that I attended a
cheapened and intangible revival.  
You see, I believe that in the trans-
lation from stage to screen, without
additional elements, a play becomes
entirely inadequate.  There aren’t any
real elements of creative cinematogra-
phy.  No one took the time to add the
cinematic razzle dazzle that makes
musicals function so well.   True, this
is a story with a very serious subtext.
AIDS is certainly not glamorous, but
the characters it affects are Bohemian
stars.  Drag queens, musicians, film-
makers, performance artists - these
are rich personalities that warrant at
least a shift from dull, almost grainy
tones and uninspired filmmaking.  If
they could gloss up the Nazis in
Cabaret and Sound of Music, death
row in Chicago and prostitution in
Moulin Rouge!, then please, with this
cast of characters, there’s no way
straightforward filming is going to cut
it.  
As it stands now, however, Rent is
a tolerable film that keeps itself afloat
with a few driven, catchy songs and
some provocative moments of gen-
uine emotion.  However, the real
moments and the fantastic musical
numbers begin to seem few and far
between after thirty minutes spent sit-
ting in the theater.  There are numer-
ous occurrences when choppy lyrics
are substituted for real dialogue and
mismatched over a musical backdrop.
And while I’m sure that in the theatri-
cal experience that works, it does not
function so well on the screen.  Not
only is it entirely obnoxious, but it
limits character development and hin-
ders the amount of crucial interaction
that one needs to maintain interest in
a two dimensional screen.  Thus, what
the audience is left with is a film
spanning 135 minutes featuring char-
acters that never really come alive
outside of the strung-together plot-
line.
It’s a shame that the story seems
secondary to the songs.  The cast is a
talented conglomerate with superb
singing voices.  I just don’t want to
hear them belt out the most mundane
details  like “Roger picked up the
phone?” or “Just haven’t eaten much
today” or, oh my goodness, “Why did
Maureen’s equipment break down?”.
Don’t get me wrong, I love musicals.
I can handle Evita passing by without
nary a spoken conversation.  The dif-
ference is in the screen presence, the
execution, and whether or not a
booming orchestral soundtrack is
adding a blaring support to the actors.
That said, for me, Rent just doesn’t
cut it.  It’s a rock musical on life sup-
port, an opera when it shouldn’t be,
and a movie perhaps too soon and too
shallow.  
I would still recommend it to most
people as something they should at
least experience for themselves.
There are enough quality performanc-
es and memorable songs to make it an
enjoyable film experience, and the
message (though muddled) is still a
positive one.  
But just keep in mind, if you don’t
know the story, you’ll think you’ve
reached the end at least three times.
Trust me, you haven’t.  They’re not
lying when they advertise with their
“Seasons of Love” song.  It may actu-
ally be 525,600 minutes.
Photo courtesy of: rottentomatoes.com
Rosario Dawson sings her heart out to Adam Pascal in first celluloid Rent.
The Nintendo Fusion Tour rocks Indianapolis
by MELISSA STROH
MUSIC CRITIC
One of the most anticipated
tours of the year is winding down.
The Nintendo Fusion Tour featur-
ing Panic! At the Disco, Boys
Night Out, Motion City Sound-
track, The Starting Line and Fall
Out Boy made a stop in Indianapo-
lis last Friday night to play the
Egyptian Room at the Murat
Theatre. The five bands have been
touring since late September.
Although the pitfalls of the road
have caught up with some of them,
all the bands still managed to put
on a captivating show and remain
gracious to their fans.
After 45 minutes of restlessly
watching roadies set up for the
opening band the room went black
and the boys from Panic! At the
Disco sauntered onto the stage to
the sound of screams and applause.
The Las Vegas natives were well
received by the crowd as they per-
formed songs from their debut A
Fever You Can’t Sweat Out. Crowd
sing-a-longs (when I say shotgun
you say wedding!), rave-esque
lighting effects, and smoke
machines were used to draw the
crowd in. But no matter how ener-
getic the boys attempted to be one
thing was glaringly obvious: lead
singer Brendon Urie was ill.
Coughing and a desperate need for
water were rampant throughout the
set. Although Urie’s voice wasn’t
at the top of its game he still
remained professional and the band
managed to squeeze out a 30
minute set.    
More waiting ensued as the
crowd waited for Boys Night Out
to set up for its allotted time slot.
The Ontario based band composed
of four males and one female
pumped the crowd up in a different
way than Panic!. The presence of
screaming vocals, pulsating drum
beats and the intense performance
from frontman Connor Lovat-Fras-
er encouraged the crowd to get
more into the music by moshing
and starting circle pits. This of
course made the parents in the back
of the room more nervous with
each band that took the stage.
The mood lightened when
crowd favorites Motion City
Soundtrack walked on stage to the
music of the movie Back to the
Future. The heavily moog utilizing
group played songs from its debut
album I Am the Movie and its soph-
omore album Commit this to
Memory. During one point lead
singer Justin Pierre made the par-
ents’ presence known by warning
everyone that the next song is all
about cussing. The band then went
into “Lgfuad,” (Let’s Get F——-
Up And Die) and the crowd eagerly
and loudly sang along, much to the
dismay of most of the parents:
rebellion at its best.
Pennsylvania’s own The Start-
ing Line hit the stage next and per-
formed songs from 2002’s Say it
Like you Mean It and this year’s
Based on a True Story. Songs like
“Bedroom Talk” and “Inspired by
the $” engaged the crowd and pre-
pared them for headliners Fall Out
Boy. After two and a half hours of
bands, Fall Out Boy came on stage.
During Act 1 the native Chicagoans
performed songs from their criti-
cally acclaimed album From Under
the Cork Tree. After intermission,
Act 2 consisted of older songs from
Take This to Your Grave. Stage
antics were peppered through the
boys’ set with Justin from Motion
City, Connor from Boys Night Out,
and Brendon from Panic! at the
Disco running on stage and per-
forming and one point or another.
The show ended with ears ringing,
clothes drenched in sweat and
bemused parents: just how it
should be.Photo courtesy of Melissa StrohMotion City Soundtrack played the Nintendo Fusion Tour Nov. 18.
This week’s The Stentor
Reader of the Week:
Laura Anderson
Photo by: Margaret Cassano
Laura Anderson puts two of her favorite
pastimes together. 
Laura Anderson
2007
From- Buffalo Grove, Ill.
Major- Psychology and
Business
Activities- Delta Delta
Delta, WMXM
Random Fact: Is a rabid
Golden Girls fan
Favorite Body Piercing: A
vertical labret (chin)
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by LATCH WATSAMOVEE
CHIEF CHIVE WRITER
In the first Lake Forest College
Man Studies Department-spon-
sored field trip of the semester, a
group of twenty majors made their
way up to the North Pole for a
weekend of holiday feats.  The stu-
dents took a plane to Boston,
where they were expected to swim
the thousand miles to their final
destination.
The group spent the previous
three months preparing for the
excursion by taking daily five-
mile swims in Lake Michigan and
letting their facial hair grow out in
hopes of providing extra insulation
against the below-freezing waters.
“I felt kind of left out because
my beard comes in patchy,”
explained sophomore Elaina
Komala.  “Lucky for me, Leland
[Humbertson] skinned a raccoon
and soldered the fur to my face.  It
kind of hurt at first, but I felt more
manly afterwards.”
Upon reaching Boston, the
Man Studies majors stopped at a
local Burger King and feasted on
seventy three Triple Whoppers
before plunging into the Atlantic
Ocean.  Each was equipped with a
butter knife to fend off sharks and
chip away at icebergs that hin-
dered their path.  After the fif-
teenth day at sea, some of the stu-
dents began to feel the fatigue.
“John [Goldberg] was kind of
lagging behind,” said junior David
Cantor-Echols.  “Those of us in
front said f[orget] him and all
those other first years.  If they need
food, they can eat each other.”
Cantor-Echols survived the jour-
ney himself by chewing off a piece
of his left hand.  “It was tasty, but
I wish I had some ketchup for my
manly muscle.”
Only eight of the original twen-
ty Man Studies majors hauled
themselves onto the frozen shore
of the North Pole.  They weaved
loin cloths out of native moss in
order to protect themselves during
the contests that were to take
place.  Man Studies advisor Pro-
fessor Dan LeMahieu met them
on the frozen wasteland after hav-
ing arrived two weeks earlier and
survived by hunting seals with
sharpened Ticonderoga pencils.
He held a press conference to
explain the arduous ordeal that lay
ahead of the Lake Forest College
students.
“I’m very proud of this batch of
men,” commented LeMahieu as
he emerged from his hut made of
compacted polar bear feces.
“They’ve braved the worst togeth-
er and just hope they die with
honor.”  The remainder of the
press conference was delivered in
the native Man Language, a series
of grunts and scratches.
The first feat that LeMahieu
challenged the group to was a gas-
expelling contest.  Students were
to melt and drink as much snow as
possible and then belch it out in
hopes of creating an avalanche.
Komala went first.  An expert
belcher, she caused a snow-slide
which crushed Humbertson and
junior Ethan Helm.
“We should get one of those
dogs with rum on their collars,”
said Komala as she took a swig of
the first-place bottle of brandy.
“[Grunt] [grunt],” she added.
The second contest entailed
strangling three reindeer with den-
tal floss. Unfortunately, the
remaining students were either
maimed or lacerated beyond
recognition by the reindeer, which
LeMahieu had neglected to men-
tion had imbedded razor blades in
their hooves and antlers.
College President Steve Schutt
took a few moments out from his
investigation into the Schuttlebug
to comment on the trip.
“I am truly grateful to the
department for allowing students
to take advantage of the pole that
lies just several thousand miles to
our north,” Schutt concluded.
Man Studies majors shiver with
determination in North Pole
Disclaimer: All stories in The Chive are works of fiction.  People involved in the stories may not have knowledge of their involvment. This section is meant to serve as a humorous break from the weekly grind.
To solve a Sudoku puzzle, place each of the numbers 1 through 9 in the squares
so that every row, column and nine-by-nine box has each of the digits exactly
once. For the unique solution see next week’s Variety page.
THE
FAR
NORTH
Girls in Sports by Feinstein and Borus
Off the Mark
by Lindsay Britts
Image courtesy of: Lake Forest Man Studies Department  
Sophomore Man Studies majors Elaina Komala and Leland Humbertson strike up a
testosterone-induced posed during their excursion to the North Pole.
                
by DOUG PLAGENS
SPORTS REPORTER
It’s awfully early in the men’s
hockey season for two conference
games to be placed in the “must-
win” category, but after falling to 3-
6 on the season against Lawrence
on Tuesday, the Foresters’ consecu-
tive road wins against UW-Eau
Claire and UW-Stevens Point were
indeed of that variety.
“We played really well.  We
finally got it all together, and it was
nice to see.  We finished our
chances.  It was a good turnaround
for us,” said defenseman sopho-
more Kevin Russette.
Friday night’s game against
UW-Eau Claire was knotted at one
after the first period, with the lone
Foresters’ goal being an unassisted
tally by freshman Chris Wilson.
The Foresters would pull away with
three unanswered goals in the sec-
ond period.
Senior Bryan LaFevor opened
the scoring just over a minute into
the second frame, with assists being
credited to juniors Tyler Canal and
Brian Lee.  About 10 minutes later,
junior Graham Melbourne, with an
assist by senior Cory Wilson, put
the Foresters up by two.  Just over
three minutes later junior Matt
Forsyth added the eventual game-
winner on the power play, with
assists going to LaFevor and fresh-
man Mike Kneeland, who currently
stands as the team’s point leader
with 17 on the season.
Eau Claire opened the scoring in
the third period, but the Foresters
answered with two of their own to
secure a 6-3 victory. Canal, with
assists going to Lee and sophomore
Bobby Chappuis, and freshman
Peter Morrison, with an assist from
Kneeland, did the damage in the
third period for the Foresters.
Freshman Scott Campbell was
solid between the pipes as he has
been all season, stopping 35 of 38
shots.
Saturday night saw the Foresters
take to the ice against their first-
round opponent from last season’s
conference playoffs, and the results
were the same as they were in
February, with the Foresters emerg-
ing victorious.  This time they did
so by a resounding 8-3 margin.
“It was nice to win two confer-
ence games, but it was especially
nice to beat Stevens Point,” said
Chappuis.
The Foresters came into the
game with an agenda, as they
scored the first five goals of the
hockey game.  The Pointers didn’t
strike until 17:00 of the first period.
Providing offensive spark as they
have all season long, the Morrison-
Kneeland-Chris Wilson line com-
bined to score all four first-period
goals for the Foresters, along with a
combined five assists.  Freshman
defensemen Matt Oke and senior
Jordan Kniaziew also added assists
in the period.
Sophomore Adam Tobias
notched the first goal of the second
period for the Foresters, with assists
going to Cory Wilson and LaFevor.
Just over a minute after the Pointers
scored their first goal of the game
on the power play, Kneeland
answered for the Foresters, with an
assist from sophomore Blake
O’Keefe.  Melbourne added his sec-
ond goal in as many nights in the
final minute of the second, with an
assist from Cory Wilson.
The Pointers outscored the
Foresters 2-1 in the third, but it was
too little, too late.  LaFevor, with an
assist from Kneeland, scored the
lone Foresters goal in the third.
Despite the wide margin of vic-
tory, freshman Brandon Kohuch did
not have a walk in the park during
the victory, as he faced 50 shots,
stopping 47.  Kohuch has made 40
or more saves in three of his last
four starts.
The Foresters will resume con-
ference play this weekend against
UW-River Falls, the eighth-ranked
team in the nation, Friday night.
They will also welcome UW-Stout
to the Alumni Memorial Rink for a
matinee contest on Saturday, with
the puck dropping at 2:30 p.m..  
The Stentor sports reporter Doug
Plagens can be heard calling all of
this weekend’s hockey action on
88.9 WMXM and
www.lfcradio.com.
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When it rains, it scores
St Norbert fell 2-1 at UW-Stevens Point and tied
UW-Eau Claire 2-2. Kurtis Peterson scored the
team’s lone goal against Stevens Point, and Connor
Hughes and Steven Sleep each found the back of the
net against Eau Claire 
Tim Coghlin is in his 13th year behind the St. Nor-
bert bench. In his 12 seasons prior to this year, the
Green Knights earned seven NCAA Division III
tournament berths and won six Northern Collegiate
Hockey Association regular-season titles. St. Nor-
bert has also garnered five Peters Cup titles and has
appeared in a pair of NCAA Division III Frozen
Four games.
St. Norbert will have to learn to play together on the
road and make stops if they want to beat the
Foresters. This year, both of the Green Knights’
losses and their two ties have all come on the road.
They will have to cool down a hot Lake Forest team,
who scored 19 goals in three games over the
Thanksgiving break. 
St. Norbert lost to Augsburg College (7-4) and UW-
Stevens Point (2-1), and tied UW-Superior (5-5) and
UW-Eau Claire (2-2). Lake Forest has posted a 2-2-
0 record against those same four teams but posted a
19-15 composite score, while St. Norbert was only
able to score 16 goals against the four schools.
The Coaches
Keys to the Game
Odds and Ends
Last Week
The Foresters outscored UW-Stevens Point and
UW-Eau Claire by a combined score of 14-6 en
route to a pair of NCHA road wins last weekend.
Against Stevens Point, Mike Kneeland tied the
school record for most points and assists in a game
after he scored twice and helped on four others in
Lake Forest’s 8-3 win. 
Tony Fritz is in his 28th year as head coach for the
Foresters. During his tenure, Fritz has moved up the
wins ladder and is the program’s all-time winningest
coach. Prior to his coaching career, Fritz was a
member of the Toronto Maple Leafs organization as
a player in the Ontario Junior Hockey Association.
He was considered to be one of the top five NHL
prospects in Canada before an eye injury during the
Memorial Cup Playoffs ended his career.
The Foresters will need a defensive mindset if they
want to prove themselves one of the top teams in the
NCHA. Lake Forest will have to bring a physical
attitude as well. It is important that the Foresters
avoid penalties; nearly one-third of the Green
Knights’ scores are power-play goals. The Foresters
also need to finish strong - St. Norbert averages over
three goals in the final period. 
The Foresters are 1-1-0 against nationally-ranked
teams this year, and St. Norbert was ranked number
two before losing and tying in two games last week-
end. The last time the Foresters were ranked nation-
ally was in the 2003-2004 season when the squad
was rated as high as fourth in the country. 
Although the Foresters are only 2-12-1 against St. Norbert College since the 2000 season, Lake Forest holds the all-
time series lead 32-29-3. Last year, the Foresters battled the Green Knights four times and lost each meeting, includ-
ing a 2-1 loss to the then-number-one ranked squad in the nation in the NCHA semifinals. However, this Tuesday night
at 7:30 p.m., the Foresters will look to give St. Norbert a taste of its own medicine.
Lake Forest College vs. St. Norbert College
5-6-0 (2-2-0 NCHA) 7-2-2 (1-1-2 NCHA)
Venue: Alumni Memorial Rink. The Foresters have won over 60 percent of their home games since 2000.
Franklyn Says: Lake Forest 4, St. Norbert 3
Winless in last eleven meetings, Foresters
primed to settle the score with Green Knights
              
by ROSS MIRES
SPORTS REPORTER
After only nine games, senior Lil
Caligiuri is four assists away from
breaking the school record.  The
record was set by a freshman phe-
nom three years ago who helped lead
Lake Forest women’s hockey to the
most successful season in its five-
year history.  That dazzling freshman
was none other than…Lil Caligiuri.
Women’s hockey is off to its best-
ever start with a record of 8-1 overall
and 2-0 in conference, due in large
part to the veteran Caligiuri.  She has
scored one goal and notched twelve
assists in this run.  With eighteen
games left she is on pace for forty-
three, which would obliterate the
record of fifteen she set in her fresh-
man campaign.
“I appreciate this so much,” she
said of the team’s early success, “but
we need to want it, we need to be
hungry. We can’t just be satisfied by
winning 3-2, 4-2.  We’re looking to
kill teams.”
Her appreciation and refusal to
let down can be attributed to an up
and down career with the Foresters.
She came into the 2002-03 season
with few personal expectations. With
a double-digit freshman class joining
an already talented team, she was
just one of many youngsters trying to
crack the rotation.
“I really wasn’t expecting to have
a good year,” said Caligiuri.  “I just
wanted to make some kind of
impact.”
She didn’t have a good year—she
had an unforgettable year.  Over the
course of twenty-five games she net-
ted nine goals and dished out those
record-tying fifteen assists.  She fin-
ished second on the team in points.  
“I was just fortunate to play
alongside two good players in Robyn
[Slater] and Emily [Blegen],” she
commented.
The team prospered from her suc-
cess as well.  In their third year of
existence, they won a school record
fourteen games and finished third in
the nine-team NCHA.  Caligiuri was
named to the All-Conference Honor-
able Mention list.  She had all the
momentum heading into her sopho-
more year, but the same couldn’t be
said for the team.
“I knew it was going to be tough
the next year,” said Caligiuri. “I was
the only member of the starting front
line that was returning.”
Caligiuri’s fears became reality.
Lake Forest started off reasonably
well, going 1-2-1 in its first four
games the next season.  Caligiuri
picked up where she left off by scor-
ing two goals in that span, but the
rest of the season was a disaster.  The
team won only one more game to fin-
ish with a record of 2-22-1.  The
Foresters only scored 18 goals in
those 25 games and failed to register
a conference victory in sixteen
attempts.  Caligiuri scored one more
goal the rest of the way and had no
assists for the season.  This left her
with a season total of a meager three
points.  The notorious “sophomore
slump” had hit her extremely hard. 
“We lost confidence, and then we
couldn’t wait for the season to be
over with,” Caligiuri commented.
“It’s really easy to just roll over and
die.  We just gave up on ourselves
and our coach.  We started to take
satisfaction in only losing by one or
two goals.
“Personally, I expected a lot more
from myself. I started to doubt my
own abilities.”
Caligiuri persevered through this
and bounced back her junior year.
She was named as one of the captains
of a group that included a talented
freshman crop.  They helped to give
the team a depth and spark that were
missing the prior year, as the
Foresters went 8-9-2 and Caligiuri
notched four goals and nine assists. 
And this year is a different story.
New coach Carisa Zaban has come in
and led the early season charge.
“She has completely turned the
program around” said Caliguiri. “She
expects a lot from us and holds us all
accountable.”
As one of only three seniors this
year, Caliguiri has helped lead the
younger players by displaying her
team-first attitude.  Throughout her
career, she has twice as many assists
as goals.
“My job is to dig it out of the cor-
ner and find someone. I get more sat-
isfaction [from] seeing a teammate
score than putting it in the net
myself.  
“I’m a giver,” she joked about her
unselfishness. “Sometimes it works
out, sometimes it doesn’t.”
“She isn’t one to hog the puck,”
agreed sophomore teammate Kerry
Gotowka. “She always has her head
up looking for a pass.”
Caligiuri has especially been
finding sophomore Laura Wilson,
assisting on seven of Wilson’s team-
leading ten goals.  But it is her posi-
tive mentality that has propelled the
team to its best start in team history. 
“She doesn’t let us dwell on one
play,” noted Gotowka.  “She helps
pick our spirits up and leads us by
example.”
The team has yet to get into the
core of its difficult conference sched-
ule, but after the 2-22 season two
years ago, she’s not afraid of failing
any more.
“I wish I could stay here another
four years,” she said. “There’s some-
thing special going on here.  It’s been
a roller coaster ride, and I’m just glad
to leave on the upswing.”
he Bears
are 8-3,
riding a
seven -game
win streak,
and they’re
poised to take
the NFC
N o r t h .
Defense has
been the name of the game; Lovie
Smith’s corps has allowed just over
ten points per game and is the main
reason that the Bears have been so
successful. But never before has it
been so valuable to have an offense
that simply doesn’t screw up. 
If you were told that your start-
ing quarterback would be lost to
injury for most of the season, and
that the same thing a year before
had resulted in a 5-11 record, no
one would blame you for being
skeptical. This was the situation
faced by the Bears when QB Rex
Grossman went down for the sec-
ond time in two seasons. Not that
Grossman was a proven leader; if
he were a baseball player, he’d still
be considered a rookie because he
has only started six games in two
years.
But Grossman was supposed to
be the young leader who would pro-
vide stability in the least stable spot
in the NFL, namely the Chicago
quarterback position. His loss led to
a revolving door of mediocrity in
2004, and when he went down this
year no one knew what to expect.
And when it was announced that
rookie Kyle Orton, a Purdue gradu-
ate who hadn’t played a single
down in the NFL, was going to
become the starter, no one was sure
what to expect. 
And Orton’s debut has been
somewhat short of astounding. He
has thrown 12 interceptions to only
nine touchdowns, averaged less
than 150 yards per game, and
accrued just a 62.3 passer rating,
the lowest of any quarterback who
has started all 11 team games. 
But the numbers don’t tell the
whole story. Ignoring a 17 for 39, 5
INT performance at home against
the Bengals, Orton has been consis-
tently average for the Bears’
offense. He doesn’t make big plays
(he’s only completed two passes
over 40 yards), but he doesn’t make
bad ones either. In four games he
hasn’t thrown an interception at all;
without that ugly Cincinnati game
he’d have more touchdowns than
picks.
And it’s not like the Bears need
a big offensive performer to win
games. In fact, all they need is
someone who won’t throw the game
away – an anti-Joey Harrington, if
you will. If Orton throws a touch-
down now and then, it’s almost a
bonus. All he needs to do is move
the ball 20 or 30 yards now and
then, maintain field position and let
the defense do the rest. In Orton’s
case, it’s better to not throw a
touchdown, if it means that no picks
are thrown either.
Another factor of the Bears’
offense, first-round pick Cedric
Benson, was expected to provide a
power rushing attack to help ease
starting back Thomas Jones’ load.
Some experts even had Benson
starting over Jones. But an early-
season injury removed Benson from
the picture as well and left the rush-
ing game squarely on Jones’ shoul-
ders. Once again, the numbers did-
n’t look good – Jones hadn’t ever
rushed for 1,000 yards in a season.
And once again, the unproven
player came through in the clutch.
Jones is averaging 4.2 yards per
carry and needs just 88 yards to
record his first 1,000-yard year. Just
as with Orton, Jones gives the Bears
exactly what they need. Ninety
yards a game, a touchdown here and
there and a legitimate threat to keep
opposing defenses honest.
Of course, the Bears live and die
with their defense. They lack a
dynamic offensive threat, so they
are forced to play for field position
and time-of-possession.
But as long as the defense
remains elite and the offense stays
just mediocre enough to not throw
the game away, the Bears will be in
any and every game they play.
The “Bear”
necessities
Leading by example: Senior’s selflessness nets wins
Caligiuri has eleven assists through seven games; leads all of D-III
SPORTS
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Photo courtesy of: Lake Forest Athletic Department 
Senior Lil Caligiuri is rewriting the Forester record books this season, and currently leads the nation in assists.
The Midwest “Nonference”
Photo courtesy of: Ryan Coleman, www.d3football.com 
The undefeated Fighting Scots of Monmouth rolled into Collegeville, MN last week with hopes of winning respect for the Midwest
Conference. What they got was an ugly 62-3 thrashing in their first-ever playoff appearance, at the hands of the #3 St. John’s John-
nies (the 2003 Division III champions). Monmouth QB Mitch Tanney (L) was efficient (20 for 30 with no interceptions), but rarely had
time to throw the ball. SJU’s Kevin McNamara (R) registered 6 1/2 of the Johnnies’ 8 1/2 sacks, an unofficial playoff record.
by RICKY GALVEZ
SPORTS REPORTER
The women’s ice hockey team
won a pair of Northern Collegiate
Hockey Association games against
Finlandia, 3-2 and 8-0 on Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 18 and 19. The
Foresters were led by senior Lil
Caligiuri, who set the school record
for both assists in one game and
career assists, notching 4 and 35,
respectively.
In the first game Lake Forest had
trouble, but it wasn’t anything they
couldn’t handle. Junior Darby
McGrath opened up the scoring at
2:33 in the first period with a power
play goal, assisted by sophomore Alli-
son Rushing, to put the Foresters up.
Sophomore Laura Wilson followed
towards the end of the period, scoring
at 14:40 from senior Andrea Rich-
mond and Caligiuri.
The second period did not go well
for Lake Forest, as they let in two
unanswered goals from Finlandia.
“We let down a little bit in the second
period, two defensive breakdowns led
to goals,” said sophomore Amalia
Vriend.  “I think we rebounded well
though.”
Junior Michelle Ricketts proved
this point, netting the game-winner at
6:02 in the third period. Junior goal-
tender Sally Bevis secured the win for
the Foresters, making 17 saves.
In the second game it was all
about Forester domination and penal-
ties. Though Lake Forest started a lit-
tle slow, they progressively drove the
Finlandia squad into the ground by
scoring eight unanswered goals.
Rushing led off for the Foresters,
scoring at 8:50 from Caligiuri, fol-
lowed soon after by a goal from
McGrath assisted by Rushing and
Caligiuri.
In the second period, which
included a combined 18 penalty min-
utes, junior Katie Snowden netted her
first of the year at 15:29 before Rush-
ing got her second of the game almost
immediately after, from Ricketts and
McGrath at 15:45.
The third period belonged to Wil-
son, as she scored a natural hat trick
after freshman Dayna Kanis netted
one of her own in the first minute of
the period.
Bevis notched her third shutout of
the year, making 21 saves for the
Foresters.
The Foresters won the Cobber
Thanksgiving Tournament in Moor-
head, Minn. this past weekend,
defeating Hamline University 8-3 and
beating Concordia College 4-0.
The Foresters will try to continue
their four-game winning streak, fac-
ing UW-Eau Claire this weekend for a
pair of conference matches.
Sweeps move streak to six
Photo courtesy of: Karen Hermann
Senior Erin McGrath netted two goals in a
4-0 victory on Thanksgiving weekend.
          
